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Challenge
From palpable marine debris to microplastics, ma-rine debris pollution has been a perennial problem.This pollution has negative consequences for bothecosystems and human health. Large-scale cleanupefforts are making their way around the world [1].However, the human resources required to accom-plish this goal are limited and the afflicted area isvast. Unmanned vehicles that are capable of auto-matically detecting and removing small-sized debriswould be a great complementary approach to exist-ing large-scale garbage collectors.
Context
There are two traditional approaches to supportingpollution reduction efforts with automation tech-nologies,

• Passive collection: Unmanned trash collec-tion vehicles that collect trash they happento encounter. This is sufficient in areas withlarge, densely packed debris.
• Sorting: Classification of trash types in recy-cling centers. This controlled environmentmakes robots unnecessary.

Effectively classifying marine debris in an active wayremains a challenge, primarily due to the lack of suf-ficient training data.In the ML community, data augmentation based onrealistic game-based simulations have emerged as apromising candidate for building effective models inresource constrained settings [2–4]

System Overview

Figure 1: Workflow to generate synthetic ocean debris images using randomization.

Proposal
Inspired by recent successes in training deep mod-els with synthetic data [2, 3] and domain random-ization [4, 5], we propose to train a debris detec-tor based on a mixture of real and synthetic images.The synthetic images are rendered by Unreal Engine4 [6], and they are further augmented by domainrandomization [4, 5]. We aim to deploy a debris-searching unmanned vehicle in polluted waterwaysin Singapore.
0.1 Setup
We use a YOLOv3 object detector [7] pre-trained onCOCOdataset [8] and a small-scale trash dataset [9].
0.2 Augmentation Scheme
We propose DebrisWorld in Unreal Engine 4 togenerate example small marine debris images. Theoriginal three-dimensional environment has a sim-ple water and sky base, this is populated usingmodel marine debris: bottles, cans, paper.To improve generalization, we propose applying do-main randomization to the original water and skybackground, generated independently of the ma-rine debris of interest.

Preliminary Work
We have developed a data augmentation schemefor marine debris detection, summarized in Figure1. This includes the DebrisWorld simulator and do-main randomization scheme. The randomization-induced heterogeneity in background texture andcolor is intended to increase the utility of simulatedsamples across unfamiliar real data environments.This simulation schemeallows us to generate an infi-nite number of example images along with segmen-tation masks, marking what is debris, water, andsky. An initial experiment detecting debris usingan unmanned vehicle in Singapore waterways hasdemonstrated that restricting training to only reallabeled data yields unsatisfactory results.

Figure 2: The top left image is the synthetic image of de-bris in the sea. The top right image is the segmentationmask. The remaining 6 images are domain randomiza-tion permutations generated from the original syntheticimage.

Conclusion
We focus on the problem of building an effec-tive small-debris detector, to be used in unmannedgarbage collection vehicles. We adapt game-basedsimulation data augmentation strategies in to over-come constraints on collecting and labeling imagesof small-scale waterborne debris.Expanding the richness of our simulation and ran-domization schemes, so that they capture enoughvariation to allow successful deployment, remainsan area of current study. We are also consideringthe use of anomaly detectionmethods to flag debristhat cannot be easily simulated. All our datasets andmodel implementations will be made publicly avail-able.
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